
EF – English – DRCL  4th October 2020

Dear all, 

sadly, Ms Stade will leave our school soon. That's why I'll pick up the class after the 
holidays. Across the holidays you have three tasks. 

1. Buy the novel: "Notes from the Midnight Driver"
by Jordan Sonnenblick (Cornelsen) ISBN: 978-3-06-033-472-8.

2. Read to novel.

3. Complete the Reading Log. To be handed in first lesson after the
holidays.

I'm looking forward to meeting you all soon. 

Best wishes, 

Ms Drees



Reading Log:   Notes from the Midnight Driver – Jordan Sonnenblick

Use this reading log to keep track of the novel's action and your reading progress. 
Keep your answers SHORT! I'll collect this log after the holidays.

Part A Chapters 1-8:

1 May 
– where are the people in the first chapter?_______________________

2 Last September: Gnome Run 
– Include the audio file with your narration of chapter 2.

3 The Wake-Up Tick the letter.
When they meet at the hospital by Alex's bedside, Alex's parents... 
a … discuss how they are going to get along better in the future. 
b … blame each other for what has happened. 
c … apologize to Alex for making him so upset.

4 Day of the Dork-Wit. Explain. What's a 'Dork-Wit'? 

5 My day in court Summarize
- who?___________________________________________________
-what?___________________________________________________
-where?__________________________________________________
-when?___________________________________________________
-why?____________________________________________________

6 Solomon Why does Alex want to quit?

7 Plan B Did you laugh/grin/smirk while reading?
o yes  o no

8 Laurie meets Sol 
Who's Laurie? 

Vocabulary log
Collect at least!!! 
15 useful/ beautiful/
curious words and 
their translation.
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Part B Chapters 9-17:

9 Sol gets interested
How does Sol find out that Alex plays the guitar?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

10 Half an answer
Explain the title. Which question isn't completely answered?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

11 Happy Holidays
Are the holidays indeed happy? Why (not)?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

12 The Ball Falls
-who?__________________________________________________________________ 
- what?_________________________________________________________________
-when?_________________________________________________________________ 
-where?_________________________________________________________________ 
-why?___________________________________________________________________

13 Happy New Year!
Did the action surprise you? Why (not)?
________________________________________________________________________
14 Enter the Cha-Kings
Why do Steven and Annette like ot put on benefit concerts?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
15 Home again 
What does Sol mean when he says that 'real apologies don't come with a BUT in the 
middle'?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
16 Am I a great Musician, or What? 
What is the fight between Alex and Laurie about?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
17 A Night for Surprises
Why is Alex scared to go back onstage after Sol has played his guitar?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
18 Darkness
Why did Sol stop playing the guitar?
________________________________________________________________________

*What is your (least) favorite chapter? Why?




